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Abstract: Since the usage of mobile phones has tremendously increased, the vulnerability of mobile phones has also
increased. Android mobile phones are available in various ranges and caters mass crowd. The protection of people’s
personal and confidential data has become a major issue. There exists various techniques for the protection of Android
mobile phones. The GPS tracking system, Image capturing, password security, and many more techniques are available.
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________
I. Introduction:
The android phones suffer with less efficient security systems, different techniques using GPS tracking system, Image capturing,
Password changing features for mobile protection are not easily available. These features are available separately and are less
effective and occupy more space and these are also inconvenient for the users. The literature survey shows us that more research
has been done, these researches gives us a fair idea about the methods which are efficient and useful.
II. Android Operating System:
According to the survey, Android mobile phones are used by a maximum number of people in the world, so the Android mobile
phones are most commonly available. Due to its open source nature the Android mobile phones are most vulnerable for any kind
of security breach which even includes theft [1]. The Android OS provides a vast verity of applications in the play store which
allows a user to access N number of applications. Professional users can also store and work on the confidential data using their
Android mobile phones. The users can also store their personal data in the device. This benefit with the Android mobile phones
allows the user to carry their data with themselves [2].

(2)
III.





Advantages:
The Android OS allows the user to carry big amount of their data in their mobile phones.
The user interface is very simple and has an easy accessibility.
The data stored in the cloud can also be easily accessed through the mobile phones.
The Android mobile phones has a very vide range cost, which allows more users to buy these smartphones.

Disadvantages:
 The open source system leaves the Android mobile phones vulnerable.
 The simplicity of Android mobile phones can let the thief get an easy access.
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It is very easy to flash Android mobile phones for any professional thief.
The available tracking systems for Android mobile phones do not show much efficiency.

IV. Literature Survey:
A thorough research was done on various methods adopted for mobile tracking system. This is the list of some of the important
methods and schemes:
MMS or SMS Technology:
Kalle et al explains the schemes based on new technologies like MMS instead of just SMS, used by many applications to
communicate with the server. Hardware based technique to send video clips or images or text messages which helps in
communication. This communication can be very useful, if used for protection of the mobile devices. There can be two basic
ways for an Android mobile phone to communicate with the server for sending and receiving information: MMS or SMS
Technology. In MMS Technology, video clips, images, or even locations can be sent, but in SMS Technology only text messages
can be sent or received [3].
Ivo Dias et al observed that the sending or receiving of the video clips or images using MMS Technology is becoming more and
more trending in today’s world. SMS or MMS Technology has now become an integral part of the Android mobile devices, it is
an in built software which was created to send and receive video clips, images, text messages or even locations through SMS or
MMS Technologies. They also observed that with the availability of these technologies, communicating with other users or server
through images or video clippings or text messages have become much easier. But there is a drawback of having a limit of only
160 characters in one message which does not allow lengthier messages to be sent [4].
MMS Technologies provides location tracking functionality for Android device. It works on GSM text messaging services which
makes applications to be a simple one. It also allows communication between the Android mobile phones, other users and the
server [5].
GPS Tracking:
1 in 10 U.S. smartphone owners are victims of phone theft. 68% of victims were unable to recover their device after the theft
occurred. Out of these thefts 44% of the thefts occurred because people had left their phones in the public and it was their
forgetfulness. With the introduction of GPS Tracking Technology the percentage of recovering those lost Android mobile phones
have increased. The GPS Tracking Technology requires the location option of the Android mobile phones to be activated. This
technology uses the mobile Internet data to track the location of the Android mobile phones. The tracking system works on the
Google maps application of the Android mobile phone, these maps allow the usage of the mobile Internet data to communicate
with the server and continuously sends the detailed information of the location of the phone [6].
Mirza Mohammad et al explained that the features such as GPS Tracking, SIM card detection, call monitoring, profile changing,
sending the images to the predefined email address and deleting the project specific incoming and outgoing messages are essential
for mobile security purpose. Since people are experiencing their mobile phones being misplaced or lost or stolen, it is highly a
need for an application for tracking those mobile phones to prevent those mobile phones to be lost or stolen [7].
The GPS Tracking system is one of the most efficient method used for tracking or locating Android mobile phones. This system
allows the user to track their lost or stolen Android mobile phones using Google Maps and hence allowing the Android mobile
phones to be located before anything Naïve happens [8].
SIM Card Detection:
Sonia C. V. et al observed that in real time almost every individual owns more than one SIM card. Some of the phones are dual
SIM and the alternate number may also be located in that phone. Embedded with features such as wiping content, location
tracking, detecting change in SIM card, application locking, and profile changing can allow the lost Android mobile phones to be
recovered without any major damage. This feature has a drawback that if the same person changes the SIM may lead to
destroying their own data [9].
The server should be such that it gives location update information in interim of one minute through email. The SIM card is
changed and the mobile is turned on or restarted then the application will start running in the background without the user’s
notice. Only through a password that this administration can stop. The manufacturers should provide a user lock in the settings so
that no one can factory reset or flash the mobile. This will help buy some time for the investigation team to track and locate the
stolen mobile phone [10].
Password Changing Technique:
The password of the phone is changed to a pre-set password as a change in SIM number is detected. Biometric lock prevents any
other person to access the personal data. Combination of biometrics with dongle technology is believed to be the ideal solution for
limiting the black market of stolen cell phones. Without the biometric charger/dongle, the stolen cell phone would be rendered
useless [11].
The biometric lock is considered as one of the most efficient method for protection of the Android mobile phones from the
professional thieves. The password changing can be done in many ways, there are various locking methods such as pattern lock,
pin lock, number lock, etc. [12].
The password lock applied to the settings of the Android mobile phones can prevent the professional thief from flashing the
Android mobile phones without the password. The hacking of the password may take some time to complete, hence allowing the
phone to be located [13].
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Image Capturing:
Most of the Android mobile phones have rear camera as well as front camera facility. The image capturing process can be carried
out in the background, without the user’s knowledge. As soon as the SIM change is detected the front camera gets activated and
starts clicking images [14].
The image capturing process allows the user to capture the images with the camera of the Android mobile phones. This method
uses the camera of the Android mobile phones to click the images of the thief or the surrounding in which the thief is located.
This process is performed in the background to safeguard the process from getting force stopped [15].
V. Conclusion:
Most the methods adopted for the protection of the Android mobile phones include GPS Tracking System, Image Capturing,
Password Changing/Biometrics, etc. These methods are followed by various other steps which allow the server to communicate
with the lost mobile phones with the help of GPS tracking system and also communicate with the alternate SIM number via SMS
or MMS system which in turn allows lost or stolen Android mobile phones to be found.
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